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                                                              Abstract
     A model of particle production is developed based on a parallel with a theory of
     Bose-Einstein condensation and similarities with other critical phenomena such as
     critical opalescence. The role of a power law critical exponentτ and Levy indexα
     are studied. Various features of this model are developed and compared with other
     commonly used models of particle production which are shown to differ by having
     different values for ατ , . While void scaling is a feature of this model, hierarchical
     structure is not a general property of it. The value of the exponent 2=τ is a
     transition point associated with void and hierarchical scaling features. An exponent
     γ is introduced to describe enhanced fluctuations near a critical point. Experimentally
     determined properties of the void scaling function can be used to determine τ .
PACS numbers: 25.75Dw, 25.75Gz, 25.75Nq
1.Introduction
    In this paper we study particle multiplicity distributions based on a model that parallels
a theory of Bose Einstein condensation and has a connection to other critical phenomena
such as critical opalescence. Their presently exists considerable interest in Bose-Einstein
condensation for several reasons. One of the main reasons for the recent interest is the
actual observation of the Bose-Einstein condensation phenomena in laser traps [1-2].
Bose-Einstein correlations are fundamental in the Hanbury-Brown Twiss (HBT) effect
[3].  HBT correlations have been used to measure source sizes in particle and heavy ion
collisions [4,5]. Parallels of Bose-Einstein condensation have been developed in the
theory of phase transitions in medium energy heavy ion collisions [6]. Here the
condensation of the macroscopic liquid state from nucleation processes in a liquid/gas
phase transition is analogous to the macroscopic formation of the ground state in the
condensation process. Application of Bose-Einstein condensation phenomena have also
appeared in the theory of linkage and the internet [7,8]. Results based on a pion laser
model [9,10] have similarities with condensation in harmonic oscillator traps. In a pion
laser model and other models of particle multiplicity distributions, interest focuses on
count probability distributions and fluctuations. Bose-Einstein statistics enhance emission
probabilities and lead to statistical correlations in phase space. Several models of photon
count distributions from lasers can be found in ref [11]. Phenomenological models of
hadron multiplicities, that are based on photon count distributions, have been applied to
understanding high energy collisions[12]. These models have also been extended [13,14].
Comparisons will be made with these other models and the one developed in this paper.
A main element, associated with a power law critical exponentτ , distinguishes various
models in our generalized approach which leads to a unified description of count
distributions. We also explore a connection with the phenomena of critical opalescence.
Critical opalescence occurs at the end point of a first order phase transition where a
strong enhancement in density fluctuations is seen. At this endpoint, the phase transition
becomes second order. Similarly. in a heavy ion collision a strong enhancement in
particle fluctuations may occur associated with a possible critical point. An
exponentγ will be introduced to describe this enhancement in particle fluctuations near a
critical point.
In particle multiplicity distributions features related to scaling properties play an
important role.  Examples of such scaling features are KNO scaling[15], void scaling[16],
and hierarchical structure relations[17]. Some of these distributions have a connection
with Levy distributions in probability theory [18] which also has important applications
in many areas of physics and the natural sciences. A Levy distribution is non-Gaussian
with an asymptotic power law behavior. The exponent associated with the asymptotic fall
off of the distribution is the Levy index. Infinite moments of the probability distribution
occur for pure power law decays in the probability distribution. Stable Levy distributions
have finite moments where the stabilization is established either by having an exponential
factor besides the power law part or by truncation of the distribution itself to a finite
number of terms. One important feature of pure power laws is the lack a length scale. The
relation of this behavior to physics occurs at critical points in the thermodynamic
behavior of systems. At a critical point length scales disappear and thermodynamic
quantities such as specific heat and compressibility become singular. The two point
correlation function also diverges. A second order phase transition has associated with it
a set of critical exponents that characterize these various properties. They include: a) the
exponent associated with the power law fall off of droplet sizes in a liquid/gas phase
transition or of clusters in percolation theory at the onset of the formation of the infinite
cluster; b) exponents associated with the divergences of various thermodynamic
quantities such as the compressibility, specific heat; c) an exponent associated with a
correlation length and the scale invariance of the system.  An example pertinent to this
paper is theλ  transition in liquid helium. The nameλ  transition comes from the singular
shape of the specific heat which has a sharp rise as the critical temperature is approached
from below and a sharp fall off above the critical temperature with increasingT . Bose-
Einstein condensation plays a key role in this phenomena [19,20]. The simplest model of
non-interacting bosons [19,20] confined to a volume V gives a cusp for the behavior of
the specific heat at constant volume. Levy distributions have also been useful in
understanding Bose-Einstein correlations [21]. For a discrete probability distribution
where the probability for N , or ,NP  falls as a power as 
τN/1~ , the first moment which
gives the >< N is finite if the index or exponent .2>τ  If ,21 ≤< τ  then the first moment
also diverges. For this second case with ,21 ≤< τ  τ is related to the Levy index α of a
continuous distribution as will be discussed. However, in most statistical physics
problems and in percolation theory the power law fall of some quantity has .2>τ  The
review of ref[25] also has many examples of places outside of physics where the index
τ is in the range 32 ≤< τ . These facts lead us to explore a model with a continuous
range of values ofτ . We also show how some popular models of particle production
differ only by the value of the exponentτ . The value 2=τ is found to be a transition point
in the theory. The void scaling properties and hierarchical structure features differ
for 2<τ and 2>τ . The Bose-Einstein model has 2/5=τ , while the critical opalescence
model has .3/12 +=τ  A frequently used count probability distribution is the negative
binomial distribution which has 1=τ and it is exponentially stabilized. The negative
binomial distribution has non-Poissonian fluctuations.
   Recently [26], generating functions have also been used in the discussion of particle
multiplicity distributions in field theories coupled to strong time dependent external
sources. An important example of such a field theory is the Color Glass Condensate as
discussed in ref [26]. The distribution obtained is shown to be non-Poissonian even in the
limit where classical approximations to the equations of motion are valid. The particle
multiplicity distribution of several phenomenological models of particle production can
also be found in the reviews of ref[27,28]. The physics report of Dremin and Gary
illustrates how phenomenological approaches to multiplicity distributions based on the
use of generating functions and probability theory can be useful in understanding particle
emission. A particular emphasis in these physics reports is the scaling behavior of the
factorial moments and non-Poissonian fluctuations and the behavior of the cumulant
moments with increasing order. Dremin, in ref[29], has proposed a simple analytic model
of particle production based on 3ϕ theory with strong external sources. Properties of his
analytic model resemble some features associated with a phase transition.
    We should mention the usefulness of void scaling relations and hierarchical structure
in the study of the large scale structure of the universe. A recent study of such observed
structure in terms of void scaling and hierarchical structure can be found in ref[22]. Some
early work on these features as applied to astrophysics and cosmology are in
ref[16,17,23,24]. Hierarchical models play a major role in the description of galaxy
clusters. It is therefore of general interest to establish the conditions for having
hierarchical scaling and how this scaling influences properties of void distributions.
    The determination of critical exponents is important both theoretical and
experimentally. Properties of the void scaling function could be used to determine the
exponent τ . As discussed in this manuscript, the shape of the void scaling function with
increasing scaling parameter and its end point value can be used for this purpose.
2. General Results
In this section we summarize some results that will be used. Appendix A also contains
some of the connections which are motivated by considerations of Bose-Einstein
condensation. The count probability distribution for n-particles [27,28] can be obtained
from a generating function )(uG
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The mean multiplicity >< N is related to various quantities just mentioned as
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We will write the fluctuation as  
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so that .22 ><= NBK The void probability is )(/10 kCExpP Σ= and involves the zeroth
moment of the kC distribution. Associated with 0P is the void function χ defined as
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Of interest is a possible scaling behavior of χ with the variable ><>=< NKNB /2 .
    Another scaling behavior of importance is a property associated with normalized
cumulants qqq NKk ><= / . An hierarchical scaling relation is present when a simple
power structure is present that reads
                     12 )(
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The qA depends only on the order q in this connection of qk to the 1−q power of 2k .
    To further establish some of the results just noted two often quoted examples will now
be given before we proceed with our generalized model of the next section. These
examples are the Poisson distribution
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and the negative binomial distribution
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with )/1/(1 xNp ><+= .
   The combinants kC for a Poisson are >=< NC1 , 01 =≠kC . For a Poisson
>=<><−>< NNN 22 = 1K . The 02 =K and also all higher 0=qK . The 
q
q NF >=< .
For a Poisson distribution, the 1=χ and is independent of the variable >< NB  or
>< NK /2 .
    The combinants for a negative binomial are a distribution given by =kC kxz
k / . The
>< N  = )1/( zxz − and )/1()/( 222 xNNxNNNN ><+>=<><+>=<><−>< . If
1→z , ∞>→< N . A value of z <1 exponentially truncates the distribution of kC and
leads to finite moments of it. The void scaling relation is ><><+= NBNBLn /)1(χ
and an hierarchical structure relation 12 )(
−= qqq kAk exists with )!1( −= qAq . The
xNK /22 >=<  and xNKk /1/
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     The results of appendix A show a parallel between the generating function/particle
multiplicity distribution connection and the grand canonical ensemble/canonical
ensemble partition function relationship. Namely, the grand canonical ensemble
)(zZgc and canonical ensemble AZ , for a system of A particles with ∞= ,....2,1,0A , are
connected by the relation
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where )exp(βµ=z is the fugacity, T/1=β is the inverse temperature, and µ is the
chemical potential. Studies of Bose-Einstein condensation outlined in this appendix
motivated a choice for the combinant kC given in the next section. A summary of the main
ideas of appendix A is given in the section A.4.
3. Hypergeometric model approximation and BE condensation
3.1 General case ),;,( zcbaF
    We now introduce a model for particle multiplicity distributions that is an approximate
representation of BE condensation. A parallel with critical phenomena and critical
opalescence will be developed. The model is analytic and also contains all the features of
BE correlations and condensation phenomena. The model is based on an extension of a
hypergeometric model ),2;1,(12 zaF used in ref[14] to study particle multiplicity
distributions. The model involves the hypergeometric function ),;,(12 zcbaF which
appears in evaluating the gcZ or generating function )(uG for a specific form of kC . The
subscripts 2,1 in 12F will be omitted to shorten the notation. A hypergeometric model will
have
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The )1)....(2)(1(][ −+++= kaaaaa k . The 0=k term in ),;,( zcbaF is 1. The kC is then
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The x and z are treated as variables in this approach. Section 4 contains some examples
where x and z are specified in particular models. The x and z determine the mean
multiplicity and its fluctuation. This feature was already illustrated for the negative
binomial where )1/( zxzN −>=< and the x is the negative binomial parameter that
appears in NP of eq(14) and in the fluctuation )/1(
22 xNNNN ><+>=<><−>< .
The results of eq (13-15) will be the basis of our BE model of count distributions with a
specific choice for cba ,,  which is ,2/1=a  3,1 == cb . However, the more general case
3,1, == cba will also be discussed to some extent and another particular
choice ,3/2=a 3,1 == cb leads to results that have some connection with the phenomena
of critical opalescence. Using these equations we are able to study this model in an
analytic way where the analysis is simple. This feature also will allow us to study some
specific quantities such as void scaling and hierarchical structure features that may be
present in this model. By varying cba ,, various critical exponentsτ can be generated.
   As mentioned, in ref[14] results for the case of general a and 2,1 == cb or ),2;1,( zaF
were presented. For a =1 the associated particle multiplicity distribution of
),2;1,( zaF was the negative binomial (NB) distribution. For a =1/2, the associated
multiplicity distribution of ),2;1,( zaF is another model taken from quantum optics[30,11]
due to Glauber and applied to particle multiplicity distributions in ref[31]. For a =1, the
kxzC kk /= . For a =1/2, the 
kk
k xzkkkkC )2)!1()!1/(())!1(2)(/1(
)1(2 −−−−= which, for
large k , falls as 2/3/~ kxzC kk . The exponentτ is the power in the
τk/1  behavior of kC
for large k . Thenτ = 1 for a =1 andτ =3/2 for 2/1=a  for the case ),2;1,( zaF . For
general a and with cb, still restricted by 2,1 == cb , the akk kxzC
−2/~  for large k so
that a−= 2τ . The 0→a  limit has kC =0 for k =2,3,.., except 1C = xz . The resulting
distribution is a Poisson with xzN >=< . The case 2,1,2/1 === cba has connections
with a Feynman/Wilson gas [14] . We now turn our attention to the particular case
3,1,2/1 === cba where exact analytic results can be easily obtained.
3.2 Specific case 3,1,2/1 === cba ; the Bose-Einstein parallel,
2/1,2/5 == γτ .
    Since many distributions haveτ in the range 32 << τ , we have extended the
hypergeometric model to ),3;1,(12 zaF , where b=1 and c=3. Moreover, we will also
specialize the discussion to 2/1=a  where 2/5/~ kxzC kk  for large k  andτ =5/2. The
more general case of a continuous a in the range 10 << a , but with 3,1 == cb  has a
power law exponent a−= 3τ . A brief discussion of this general case will also be given.
   In BE condensation the expansions in fugacity z involves the functions
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In d=3 dimensions, the exponent r=1+d/2=5/2 appears in the grand canonical partition
function and r=3/2 appears in the expression for >< N  as given in eq(A.2) and eq(A.3a).
At condensation: z =1 and 61.2)2/5()1(2/5 === ςzG  and 34.1)2/3()1(2/3 === ςzG .
The grand canonical partition is ))(exp( 2/5 zxG  where
32/33 /)2(/ hmTVVx piλ == , as
developed in Appendix A. The )(2/3 zxGN >=<  was used to determine the critical
CTT = or CVV = by allowing x to vary, either at fixed T or V , until the 1=z
condensation point was reached. By comparison, the hypergeometric BE model
),3;1,2/1( zF  has a simpler closed form expression that reads   
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where 2/1)1( zt −= . At the point 0,1 == tz , the ))3/4exp(( xZ gc = , which can be
compared to the BE result which has the 4/3=1.33 factor replaced with 34.1)2/5( =ς . In
the hypergeometric model the < >N  can be obtained from zzxzFzN ∂∂>=< /),3:1,2/1(
and is
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The condensation condition now reads CxN )3/8(>=<  so that the 61.2)2/3( =ς  is
replaced with 8/3=2.67. The behavior of the fugacity z and associated chemical potential
µ is obtained numerically in the BE condensation picture by solving eq(1) for z as a
function of xN />< . In the approximate model of this section a simple quadratic
equation for t  has to be solved using eq(21). Defining xN /)4/3( ><=ξ , the solution
to eq(21) gives
           2/122/1 ))2(4)1)((2/1()1)(2/1()1( −−+++−=−= ξξξzt
(22)
At condensation, ξ  = 2, and 1,0 == zt . The variance 22 ><−>< NN and a related
quantity 222 ><>≡<−><−>< NBNNN  can also be easily calculated. Of special
interest is the associated function ><><−><−><>=< NNNNNB /)( 22 which is
the ratio of the second factorial moment to the first factorial moment, with the later being
>< N .  The 2>< NB  term gives the departures from Poisson statistics. The >< NB is
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For 1≈z , the >< NB  will diverge as z−1/1 . An exponentγ can be introduced to
describe this divergence or that of 2Nδ which also goes as z−1/1  in this case. Since
2Nδ is related to Tκ , we will use 
2Nδ to define γ through the relation 2Nδ γ)1/(1~ z− .
The value 2/1=γ applies for the Bose-Einstein model.
   Another function of interest, which comes from cosmology and particle multiplicity
distributions [16,17,22-24], is a void function χ defined by eq(11) and rewritten here in
terms of clan variables as χ CC nNN /1/ >=<= . The kC CN ∑=  is referred to as the
number of clans or number or Poisson clusters, while CC NNn />≡<  is the average
number of particles per clan or Poisson cluster. At the condensation point:
3/8,3/4,0 >=<== NNt C . The void function χ scales with >< NB as
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This feature is called void scaling. The limiting value of χ is ½ as ∞>→< NB  for this
particular hypergeometric model , which is also the value of >< NNC / . The value of
CNN /><  in terms of t or z  is
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For kC  which fall slower than or equal to
2/1 k , ∞→>< CNN / and 0→χ  as
∞>→< NB or 1→z . The 0→χ is a characteristic behavior of any ),2,;1,( zaF model.
Thus the exponent 2=τ  that characterizes this power law behavior is a transition point ,
not only in whether BE condensation happens at zero or non-zero values of T as
discussed in the appendix, but also in the asymptotic behaviors of χ  and CNN /><  = Cn
or ./ >< NNC  For 2>τ , the CN  and >< N  are both finite. The value of ∞>→< NB
for 3≤τ  with 1→z  and ><→ NNC /χ , a non-zero number. For 21 ≤< τ , CN  is
finite, ∞>→<∞>→< NBN , , 0/ >→< NNC  and 0→χ as ∞>→< NB .
   As noted in the introduction, the determination of critical exponents is a major
endeavor both theoretically and experimentally. The results just presented regarding the
behavior of the void scaling function χ with >< NB  also allow for an experimental
determination of it. The simplest observation is whether 0→χ or a non-zero value
0≠χ with increasing >< NB  or cumulant variable >< NK /2 . For 2≤τ , 0→χ , and
for 2>τ , χ does not .0→ For 2>τ , the endpoint value of =χ >< NNC / = kk kCC ΣΣ /
is useful for determining τ  since 21 −=−→ τχ a . These results apply for the
hypergeometric models based on ).,3;1,( zaxzF     
    An interesting relationship may also exist for the factor moments of the distribution of
the kC . In the literature the relationship connects higher factorial moments to the second
factorial moment and is known as hierarchical structure and it will be made more precise
below. The q’th factorial moment of the kC ’s is kq CqkkkkK )1)...(2)(1( +−−−∑= .
The qK are called cumulants. The cumulants qK can be obtained from
)),3;1,2/1(()/(( zzFzxzK qqqq ∂∂=  which leads to the result:
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For 1≈z , the qK is given by the following equation which has a singularity for :2≥q
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Hierarchical scaling relates the q’th factorial moment qK to the second factorial moment
2K . A similar feature also applies to normalized moments defined by
q
qq NKk ><= / .
An hierarchical scaling relation would read: 12
−= qqq kAk . The qA depends only on q in a
hierarchical scaling relation. The .1KN >=<  The following relation is valid near 1≈z
and reads
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Simpler hierarchical scaling relation exist for models with 2<τ .  For comparison, a
negative binomial distribution has 22
2
2 ))()!1(())((
−− −=Γ= qqq kqkqk . Moreover, this
simple scaling holds for all z in the range 10 << z .  For 2>τ , the hierarchical structure
relation does not hold for all z but only when 1≈z , and, even then, a simple relationship
between the reduced moments qk and 2k  does not exist where 1KN >=<  does not
appear in the relation.
3.4 The critical opalescence case 3,1,3/2 === cba and 2=τ 3/1+ ,
3/2=γ .
   The hypergeometric model ),3;1,( zaF can be used to study phenomena where the grand
canonical ensemble gcZ  has terms which fall with k as
ak −3/1  or which have
exponent a−= 3τ  in the range 32 << τ . We briefly mention another example from the
phenomena of critical opalescence where droplet sizes around a critical point of a
liquid/gas phase transition fall also with a power. At the critical point, a first order
liquid/gas phase transition becomes second order and has a set of critical exponents
associated with power law fall off of droplet sizes, divergences of thermodynamic
quantities and scaling laws connected with the absence of a length scale. In the vicinity of
a critical opalescence point a strong enhancement of density fluctuations occurs. For a
heavy ion collision, a similar critical behavior has been suggested in ref[32] with a
characteristic enhancement in particle fluctuations.  Mean field descriptions of critical
opalescence haveτ =2 +1/3. The exponentτ and another critical exponent δ are
connected as δτ /12 += . The exponentδ  describes the behavior of the pressure P near
the critical point: CPP→ as the density Cρρ → , with the subscript C being the critical
point values of these quantities. Specifically, δρρ )(~ CCPP −−  with 3=δ in mean field
theories.  For =τ 2 +1/3 the hypergeometric model would be ),3;1,3/2( zF  and the
associated gcZ  is
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The 3/1)1( zt −= . At the critical opalescence point 0,1 →→ tz , the number of clans or
Poisson clusters xNC )2/3(=  and xN )2/9(>=< . The mean number of particles per
clan or Poisson cluster is then .3/ =>=< CC NNn  The void scaling function
/1→χ 3/1=Cn as ∞>→< NB . The fluctuations become large as 0,1 →→ tz  and the
associated compressibility starts to diverge from eq(A.5). The 22 ><−>< NN ~
3/2)1/(2 zx − = 2/2 tx and 23/2 /)9/4()1/()9/4(~ tzNB =−>< as 0,1 →→ tz . The
exponent 3/2=γ in the critical opalescence case.  Away from the point 0,1 →→ tz , the
t or z dependence, with 3/1)1( zt −= , of various quantities are given by the following: The
))23/()362(()/)1)((3/2( 323222 ttttttttNB −−++++⋅−>=< which is considerably
more complicated than the corresponding quantity of eq(23) for the Bose-Einstein model.
The ))1/()23)(1)((2/3( 22 tttttxN ++++−>=<  while χ )23/()321( 22 tttt ++++= .
These equations don’t lead to a simple analytic expression for χ as a function of >< NB
such as that of eq(24) for the Bose-Einstein model. However, a χ versus >< NB
behavior can be obtained numerically since each value of t determines both the void
function χ and scaling variable >< NB uniquely.
3.5 Comparison of 2,1, == cba with 3,1, == cba , and Gauss
contiguous hypergeometric models    
    The hypergeometric model ),3;1,(12 zaF , which includes the Bose-Einstein model and
the critical opalescence model, has the following features.  For a in the range 10 << a ,
the xaNC ))2/(2( −=  and xaaN )))2)(1/((2( −−>=< are finite at .1=z  The =Cn
CNN /><  )1/(1 a−=  and the void scaling function )1( a−→χ  as ∞>→< NB  at
.1=z  The azxNN )1/(222 −→><−>< and azaaNB )1/()2)(1( −−−>→<  as
1→z . The exponent γ that describes the enhancement factor γδ )1/(1~2 zN − is thus
a=γ . The exponentγ also determines the behavior of >< NB near 1=z . The large
>< NB  behavior of χ  thus contains information about γ,a and the related critical
exponentτ . As 1→a , 2→τ , ∞>→< N . For 1≠a , 2≠τ , the >< N  is finite. These
behaviors can be contrasted with the behavior for a Poisson distribution
where 0>=< NB and χ =1 for any >< NB .
   A comparison can be made with models based on the hypergeometric model
),2;1,(12 zaF = ),2;1,( zaF , where aa ≡  to avoid confusing with the symbol a that has
been used in ),3;1,( zaF . For the ),2;1,(12 zaF  case, the void scaling function is simply
))1/(()1)1(( 1 ><−−><+= − NBaNB aχ . The 1222 )1/( +−→><−>< azxzaNN . The
)1/( zzaNB −>→< and azxzN )1/( −>→< as 1→z . Thus the exponentγ defined by
γδ )1/(1~2 zN − is .1 a+=γ The >< NB diverges with a different exponent than 2Nδ .
For 1→a , the negative binomial limit, )/()1ln( ><><+= NBNBχ . Hierarchical
structure relations are valid for all z and are simple relations that read:
                  12 )))(1(/)1((
−+Γ−+Γ= qq kaqak
(30)
Besides the negative binomial limit 1=a , the case 2/1=a , or Glauber model [30], is
also of essential interest. The probability count distribution for 2/1=a  arose from field
emission from Lorentzian line shapes. The photon count distribution was then used as a
possible hadronic particle multiplicity distribution in ref[33]. Thus, the negative binomial
model and the Glauber model differ in the critical exponent a−= 2τ , but have the same
cb, . The NZ in the probability function NP = gsN ZZ / can be evaluated in term of
tabulated polynomials. The NZ in the Glauber model can be written in terms of the
confluent hypergeometric function U as !/)4,2,()2( 2 NzxNNUxZ NNN =  The
)).11(2exp( zxZ gc −−=  The NZ for the negative binomial case can also be written as
!/]0,,1[)1( 1 NtxNUZ NNN +−−=
+ .
     Hypergeometric function, such as ),;,( zcbaF and ),1;,( zcbaF + , that differ by one
unit in one of the variables cba ,,  are called Gauss contiguous. Thus, the hypergeometric
),3;1,( zaF model is contiguous to the hypergeometric ),2;1,( zaF model; the Bose-
Einstein model based on ),3;1,2/1( zF  is contiguous to the Glauber model based
on ),2;1,2/1( zF . An extension of ),3;1,( zaF to its contiguous partner, ),4;1,( zaF ,results
in a change in the asymptotic behavior of associated kC from 
ak kxz −3/~ to ak kxz −4/~ .
These change in the index c by one unit from 2=c to 3=c and to 4=c shift the critical
exponentτ by one unit from a−= 2τ to a−= 3τ and to a value of a−= 4τ , respectively.
The ),;1,2/1( zcF cases have )/()!1( 2/1−−→ ckk kxzcC pi as ∞→k .
    The more general ),;,( zcbaF has an associated backk kxzbacC
−−+⋅ΓΓΓ→ 1/))]()(/()([
and, consequently an exponent bac −−+= 1τ . Thus, varying the indices cba ,, allows for
a study of theτ dependence of various quantities. Forτ in the range: 21 ≤< τ ,
∞→>< 2, NN δ ; 32 ≤< τ , >< N is finite, ∞→2, Nδ ; τ<3 , 2, NN δ>< are both
finite.
3.6 Summary of hypergeometric models
     Results of the previous sections showed that power law behavior occurs at points
where .1=z  In thermodynamic descriptions z is identified with the fugacity or chemical
potentialµ with z =exp( )βµ . As also noted, kC can be considered combinants that
generate discrete probability distributions NP . In this case the analog of the grand
canonical partition function is a generating function genZ . The combinants can be used to
obtain information about the mean N , or >< N , associated with the NP . They also
contain information about all higher moments such as the fluctuation and skewness
or =2Nδ >><−=<><−>< 222 )( NNNN and =Sk >><−< 3)( NN  using
>><−< mNN )( =Σ N
mPNN )( ><− = k
mCkΣ . The simple result connecting the central
moment >><−< mNN )(  to the m’th moment of the kC distribution, k
mCkΣ , is valid
only for m=2, 3. The mean and fluctuation are also given in eq(A.3a) and eq(A.4). The
second factorial moment of kC is >=<−><−>< NNN
22 Σ  kCkk )1( − . Higher
central moments (m=4,5..) involve more complicated connections with moments of the
combinants. The set of combinants ,...},,{ 3121 CCCC =

generates the probability
distribution NP : 
N
NN
k
kk uPuC
∞
=
∞
= Σ=−Σ 01 )1(exp .  The extra 1− in the exponent of this
equation is the normalization factor necessary so that NN P
∞
=∑ 0  =1. The exponential factor
N
NNgen
k
kk uQuCZuC
∞
=
∞
= ∑=≡∑ 01 ),()exp(

generates a set of functions NQ , ∞= ,...,2,1,0N ,
such that )1,(/ == uCZQP genNN

.
    Table1 summarizes specific cases we have considered. The )4,2,( xNNU is a confluent
hypergeometric function. The probability distributions of other models which don’t have
a special function representation can always be calculated using the recurrence relation of
eq(A.11). As previously noted, the negative binomial model is a special case of a
hypergeometric model with 2,1,1 === cba . The Glauber model belongs in the same
class of 2,1, == cba as the negative binomial model and has the values
2,1,2/1 === cba . The Bose-Einstein model has 3,1,2/1 === cba , while the critical
opalescence case has the same 3,1 == cb , but with 3/2=a . The Poisson limit is also a
special limiting case: .2,1,0 ==→ cba
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
Table1. Combinants for various models
________________________________________________________________________
  Combinant kC                 Probability Distribution NP                Remarks
   x k
k
kk z
k
a
!]2[
]1[][
1
11
−
−−                                                              Hypergeometric: ),2;1,(12 zaF
                                                                                            2,1 == cb , kC
ak kxz −→ 2/
    1,1 kC δ                                   !/)exp( 11 NCC
N −                     Poisson with 1CN >=<
    kxz k /                          
xN
N
xN
xN
xN
xN
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k
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k
k
k
x
2)1(2 ))!1((
))!1(2(1
2 −
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)121exp(
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zx
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           Glauber Model
                                                                                                    kC
2/3/ kxz k→
    - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
     k
k
kk z
k
a
x
!]3[
]1[][
1
11
−
−−                                                                Hypergeometric: ),3;1,(12 zaF
                                                                                            3,1 == cb , kC
ak kxz −→ 3/
     k
k
kk z
k
x
!]3[
]1[]2/1[
1
11
−
−−                                                                 Bose-Einstein Model
                                                                                    3,1,2/1 === cba , kC
2/5/ kxz k→
      k
k
kk z
k
x
!]3[
]1[]3/2[
1
11
−
−−                                                           Critical Opalescence Model
                                                                                    3,1,3/2 === cba , kC
3/7/ kxz k→
Table 2 summaries various quantities that are considered. For the case 3,1, == cba , the
limiting behavior as 1→z is only given. Theγ is the exponent that describes the
divergence of γδ )1/(1~2 zN − as 1→z . The skewness >><−=< 3)( NNSk for
1→z are as follows. For 2,1, == cba , the azaxaSk +−+→ 2)1/()1( ; for 3,1, == cba ,
azxaSk +−→ 1)1/(2 .
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
Table 2 . Behavior of various quantities
________________________________________________________________________
   Model                                >< N                       2Nδ                                        χ
2,1, == cba                       
az
xz
)1( −
              
1)1(
))1(1(
+−
−+
az
zaxz
              
><−
−><+ −
NBa
NB a
)1(
1)1( 1
aa +=−= 1,2 γτ
3,1, == cba                 
)2)(1(
2
aa
x
−−
→           
az
x
)1(
2
−
→                           )1( a−→
aa =−= γτ ,3
________________________________________________________________________
4. Pion lasers, atoms in a laser trap, black body photons and pions, models from
quantum optics.
4.1 Pion laser
  In this section, we present some results on an exactly soluble model known in the
literature as the pion laser. The reader is refered to ref [10] for details and derivations.
Here we only give the final results for the quantities that are necessary for this paper. We
also compare the results with atoms in a laser or harmonic oscillator trap and black body
photons. The combinant for the pion laser model is
                          =kC   3
0
))/(1(
)(
1
k
k
cn
n
k +−− γγ

                                                                   (31)
with cn = ,
2/3
+γ )211)(2/1( yy +±+=±γ , and
22
TeRy σ= . The
2
Tσ = mT2
2 +σ ,
)/(
2222
Te mTRR σσ+= , and
2σ = the width of the Gaussian wavepacket. The 0n is the
initial pion density which becomes enhanced by symmetrization effects. The cn

 is the
critical density and in the notation used above, the )/( 0 cnnz

= . The critical condition is
1→z , and kC falls as a pure power law and is not exponentially suppressed by
k
c
k nnz )/( 0

= . Furthermore, we mention that the one-dimensional version of the pion
laser model has a closed form for AZ . In one dimension the
2/1
+= γcn  and
12/32/ ))/(1())/(1( kk +−+− −→− γγγγ . The partition function is:
                   =AZ
∏
=
−
A
k
k
A
c
q
n
n
1
0
)1(
)( 
  =
)1)...(1)(1(
)(
2
0
A
A
c
qqq
n
n
−−−

                                              (32)
where =q 2/1)/( +− γγ . The probability of having A  pions is )exp(/ CAA NZP = , where
∞
=∑= 1kCN ))(1/()/)(/1( 01
kk
ckk qnnkC −∑=
∞
=

. Two limits are interesting which are
determined by the +− γγ /  ratio. If  ,0/ →+− γγ  which happens when 1<<y  (dilute, high
T  gas), the distribution becomes a negative binomial independent of the number of
dimensions. If 1/ →+− γγ , realized when 1>>y  (dense, low T gas) then for
ηγγ −=+− 1/ , 
ddkdk k )2/())1(1())/(1( 2/2/ ηηγγ →−−→− +− , where d  is the number
of dimensions. Thus, the kC  will fall with k  as 
dk +1/1 . Specifically, for 1=d , 2 and 3
dimensions, the kC will depend on k as 
2/1 k , 3/1 k , and 4/1 k respectively. The 1=d
case is the only one were the AZ  can be expressed in closed form. The 3,2=d  cases can
be obtained from the recurrence relation on AZ .
4.2 Atoms in a laser trap
     Atoms in a laser trap have a kC that can be obtained from [33]:
                 kC = )exp(
1
j
E
Ek
k
j
∑ − β
(33)
The jE are the single particle energies in the system and T/1=β . For a  harmonic
oscillator trap: .)2/1()2/1()2/1( zzyyxxj nnnE ωωω  +++++=  For equal s'ω , the
resulting kC obtained by doing the series sums of eq(30) give
                kC  = 3
3
)1(
))((1
k
k
Q
Q
k −
(34)
The )exp( ωβ−=Q . For d  dimensions, d→3  for the 3 that appears in this last
equation. The structure of eq(31) and eq(34) is somewhat similar. The result of  eq(31)
has an extra variable or control parameter cnn /0 .
4.3 Black body photons
As a final example, we consider black body photons in a volume V and temperature
T which have a
            kC  = 4
23 /
k
VT
g s
pi
(35)
The 2=sg . The chemical potential 0=µ for photons and there is no Bose-Einstein
condensation except at .0=T Writing kC as 
τkxz k / , the 23 /piVTgx s= , 1=z . The kC
fall as a pure power law with a 4/1 k dependence and thus .4=τ This 4/1 k behavior has
the following consequences. The kkCN ∑>=< =
23 /)3( piζVTg s  and 
22 ><−>< NN  =
>< N))3(/)2(( ζς are finite with the fluctuation simply proportional to >< N . From
eq(A.5), the compressibility of a photon gas is finite or non-singular since the fluctuation
is finite. The exponent γ associated with a divergence in the fluctuation is 0=γ .
However, the skewness )1()( 33 ζ∝∑>=><−< kCkNN =∞ diverges. The k dependence
of kC for a system with dimension d is 
dk +1/1 and thus the exponent d+= 1τ .
This d dependence of kC can be compare with a non-relativistic gas which is
2/1/1 dk + .
4.4 Thermal pions    
In a zero mass limit, thermal black body pions will have features that parallel the photon
result of the previous subsection. The photon combinant kC is simply extended to pions
by replacing the spin degeneracy factor 2=sg for photons by 1=sg for each charged
state or isospin state of the pion. When the mass of the pion is not negligible compared to
T , the combinant is [33]:
        kC =  )(
1
)(
2
22
2
2
3
T
m
kK
kT
mVT
pi
  )exp(
1
)( 2/53 T
m
k
k
V
T
−→
λ
(36)
with 2/1)2/( mThT piλ = . The last part of this equation applies when Tm >> , which can
be obtained from the limiting behavior of the Bessel 2K  function. The zero mass limit
reduces to the black body result of the previous section. Even when m is not << T , a
k will eventually be reached where 1/ >>Tkm and the → limit of the last equation
applies for any .0≠m The )/exp( Tkm− exponentially truncates the distribution of kC and
reduces the moments of it which give the mean, fluctuation, and skewness. Writing
τkxzC kk /= , this limit has ,2/5=τ  
3)/( TVx λ= and )/exp( Tmz −= .
4.5 Glauber quantum optics laser models.
In section 3.5 we mentioned that the special choice a =1/2, b=1,c=2, arises also in
quantum optics where field emission of photons comes from states with Lorentzian line
shapes. In this subsection we specify the meaning of the variables zx, that appear in
combinant kC
2/3/~ kxzk for this case. The variables zx, are connected to properties of the
field emission via the equations 2/Ω= Tx and )2/(2 2γγγ += WWz in the notation of the
first reference in ref[11]. The 2/12 )2( γγ W+=Ω and the W is an integral over the
Lorentzian line shape )(ωΓ which is )(ωΓ = ])/[( 220 γωω +−b . The T is the time. The
quantity zx −12 which appears in the model is just Tγ . The reciprocal coht≡
−1γ is the
coherence time. The WTzxzN =−>=< )1/( so that the mean count rate is TNW />=< .
The fluctuation is determined by a quantity TNWtW coh γγµ // >=<== and is given
by )1(22 µ+>=<><−>< NNN = )/1( TNN γ><+>< . The photon count distribution
can be written as
                )exp()(
2
!
1
],[ 2/1 TTK
WTT
N
TNP N
N
γ
γ
pi
Ω

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
Ω
Ω
= −
(37) 
5. Summary and conclusions.
  In this paper we developed a model of particle multiplicity or count distributions based
on a parallel with Bose-Einstein condensation that also has features related to critical
phenomena, such as critical opalescence. This parallel led us to develop a generalized
model which contained a parameter a , or equivalently, a critical exponentτ . Various
count distributions differ only by the choice of a orτ . The a orτ were continuous
parameters in the approach. We also introduced an associated critical exponentγ which
describes enhancements of fluctuations as a critical point in the theory is approached.
Several commonly used models, such as the negative binomial model and a model in
quantum optics originally due to Glauber and also used in particle physics, are special
cases of our generalized approach. A detailed study of void scaling properties and
features associated with hierarchical structure was carried out using the statistical
framework developed in this paper. Such properties and features are useful not only in
particle physics but also in other areas such as in cosmology where they are frequently
used to analyze the large scale structure of the universe. Void scaling and hierarchical
structure were first studied in the literature using a negative binomial distribution for
count probabilities. For this distribution simple relations exist for the void function,
called χ , in terms of the void scaling variable which in this paper is labeled >< NB .
The >< NB  is determined by the behavior of )1(22 ><+>=<><−>< NBNNN ,
and it is therefore related to the second cumulant 2K through >< NB = >< NK /2 .  For
the negative binomial distribution and for several other cases discussed, 0→χ  as
>< NB ∞→ . As was shown in this paper, the property 0→χ as >< NB ∞→ is not a
general property, but was found in our study to depend on a critical exponentτ . For a
class of distributions based on a hypergeometric function ),2;1,( zaF which have 2≤τ
and a−= 2τ , the void scaling function 0→χ  when >< NB ∞→ . The τ can be related
to the Levy indexα through the relation ατ += 1 or α−= 1a , where the Levy indexα is
restricted to the range 10 ≤≤α . The negative binomial limit is 1,1,0 === τα a . Another
important model, developed by Glauber for photon count distributions in quantum optics
has 2/3,2/1 === ταa . In addition, the negative binomial and more generally, for a
class of models with index 1≤α or 21 ≤≤ τ , an hierarchical structure property is also
present. This property relates the higher factorial moments of the combinants kC to
powers of the second factorial moment.
    A detailed study of a model based on a hypergeometric function ),3;1,( zaF with an
index 2>τ  and a−= 3τ  was carried out to see what features still remain. Moreover, we
were motivated to consider this extension ofτ into the domain 2>τ  by the fact that many
phenomena in the physical sciences have .2>τ Of particular relevance to this paper was
the fact that 2/5=τ for Bose-Einstein condensation of particles confined to a box in three
dimensions. Our Bose-Einstein model was based on using ),3;1,2/1( zF in the generating
function of the count probability distribution and had 2/5=τ for the exponent in the
power law fall off for the combinants. The ),3;1,2/1( zF  representation gave simple
analytic results for the void distribution function in the variable >< NB and also for the
hierarchical structure functions. In this model the zeta functions that appear in the exact
description of Bose-Einstein condensation are replaced with simple ratios of integers
such as: 3/861.2)2/3( →=ς  and .3/434.1)2/5( →=ς  For this model we found that
void scaling behavior is a property of the multiplicity distribution, but 2/1→χ as
>< NB ∞→ .  This is in contrast to models with 2≤τ  where 0→χ , as mentioned
above. The asymptotic behavior of χ with increasing >< NB is linked to the value of
τ which determines either the exact behavior or the asymptotic behavior of the 'kC s. The
number of Poisson clusters or clans CN is just the sum of the kC over k (zero moment),
and the mean number of particles per Poisson cluster or clan Cn≡ is the ratio of the first
to zero moment. The reciprocal of Cn  as 1→z is the limiting value of χ  as the scaling
variable >< NB ∞→ .  For example, for the negative binomial kkxzC kk /1~/= for all
k and 1→z and ∞→Cn , so that χ  vanishes with increasing .>< NB For our Bose-
Einstein model Cn 2)3/4/()3/8( =→  for 1→z  and, thus, 2/1→χ  with increasing
.>< NB The 2=τ is a transition value in Cn from infinite values ( 2≤τ ) to finite values
( )2>τ . Other cases of the asymptotic value of χ were also considered. A model based on
3/12 +=τ was also considered because of its relation to critical point behavior.  This
particular value of τ appears in a mean field theory of critical opalescence. The
phenomena of critical opalescence arise from large density fluctuations that occur near
the end point of a first order liquid/gas phase transition. At this end point a first order
liquid/gas phase transition becomes a second order phase transition and the
compressibility diverges.  A similar critical point behavior for hadronic matter has been
proposed [32].
   The determination of critical exponents is important both from the theoretical and
experimental standpoints. The exponent τ governs the properties of the void scaling
function which can be used to obtain its value from experiment. The shape of the void
scaling function χ as determined by its dependence on the scaling variable >< NB =
>< NK /2 can be used to obtain τ . Moreover, the end point value of χ as >< NB ∞→ ,
1→z , is also useful in this determination for 2>τ . The 2>τ in a hypergeometric
),3;1,( zaF model, where a−= 3τ and where a−→1χ  with >< NB ∞→ .
  While void scaling was a feature of the several models studied in this paper, an
hierarchical property was not found in general. It was only in the limit 1→z , that
hierarchical behavior was seen in the Bose-Einstein case where 2/5=τ . Thus, we
conclude that void scaling does not in general imply an hierarchical behavior. However,
an hierarchical structure always leads to void scaling. Both hierarchical behavior and
void scaling were present in the models with Levy index 10 ≤<α  or 21 <≤ τ  that we
considered.
 Appendix A  . Bose-Einstein condensation; Feynman’s cycle class description.
A.1 General remarks
   The basic equations for Bose-Einstein (BE) condensation can be found in most
textbooks in statistical physics[19,20]. A more elaborate description in terms of
permutations, cycle classes and Feynman’s density matrix approach to statistical
mechanics can be found in ref[35]. In the next subsection we briefly summarize both
approaches. In the process we will introduce some essential expressions and framework
that will be used later. A d-dimensional volume will be considered so that dd LV = , with L
the length of one side of this volume. This will show how a critical exponentτ  that
appears in the theory can vary and in this caseτ is related to the number of dimensions. In
most phase transition, the exponentτ is unknown and has to be determined by
experiment. Textbooks use the grand canonical ensemble, but methods based on the
canonical and microcanonical ensemble have been developed for BE condensation [33]
both in a box as a confining volume and in the laser or harmonic oscillator trap. Solutions
in the harmonic oscillator trap [33] have some formal similarities with solutions of the
pion laser model [10] which will also be briefly mentioned.
A.2 Standard description
    The BE occupation factor of an energy levelε is 1/( ).1))(exp( −− µεβ  The µ is the
chemical potential and ./1 T=β The 0=≤ gsεµ where gsε is the ground state single
particle energy which is taken as zero.  The density of states for particles in a d-
dimensional volume is ddd hpdL / .  The mean number of particles follows from
integrating the occupation factor over the density of states with )2/(2 mp=ε  in the non-
relativistic limit. This is achieved by using )1(/(1)1/(1 1−−=− yyy = kk y
−∞
=∑ 1  or
1/( ))(exp()1))(exp( 1 µεβµεβ −−∑=−−
∞
= kk  and doing the Gaussian integrals over p .
The Feynman approach gives a physical meaning to this expansion and identifies the
index k in this expansion with the length of a cycle as will be discussed below. The
resulting equation for the mean number of particles is
                       2/
1
/)/( d
k
kdd kzLN ∑
∞
=
>=< λ
(A.1)
The 2/1)2/( mTh piλ =  is the thermal wavelength. The fugacity )exp(βµ=z . The fugacity
1→z when 0→µ . At 1=z  the sum that appears in eq(1) is )2/(dς . The )2/(dς
converges for 2>d and diverges 2≤d . For 3 dimensions )2/(dς = =)2/3(ς 2.61. In 1
and 2 dimensions ∞=)2/(dς . The grand canonical partition function is
                exp(=gcZ )/exp()/)/(
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k
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(A.2)
Here P  is the pressure and dd LV = . Setting
)2/1(/ dkk kxzC
+=  , where ddLx λ/= , then
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The gcgc ZzZzN /)/( ∂∂>=< . Similarly, the fluctuation 
22 ><−>< NN is given by
                 22 ><−>< NN = ∑∑
∞
=
−
∞
=
=
1
12/
1
2 /
k
dk
k
k kzxCk
(A.4)
The particle number fluctuations can be related to the isothermal compressibility
coefficient TT PVV )/)(/1( ∂∂−=κ . Namely,
                  22 ><−>< NN = vTN T /κ><
(A.5)
Here, v ><= NV / . In 3 dimensions ∞→><−>< 22 NN at z =1 since 2/5/1~ kCk .
This divergence in =2Nδ 22 ><−>< NN  is associated with the singularity of the
compressibility Tκ  at z =1. Near z =1, small changes in the pressure lead to large
changes in the volume. While the specific heat at constant volume has a cusp [19-21], the
specific heat at constant pressure becomes singular since the two specific heats are
related through a compressibility factor or thermal expansion coefficient which is also
singular. The fluctuation in the number of bosons in an energy level ε is given by the
Planck result )1(2
2 ><+>=<><−>< ennnn εεε  where >< εn =1/( ).1))(exp( −− µεβ
In one dimension the power law fall off that appears in >< N  is 2/12/3 /1/~ kkkkCk =
at z =1. Thus, in one dimension, >< N  also diverges. In particle multiplicity
distributions properties associated with fluctuations are of essential interest. The
connection of eq(A.5) between Tκ  and 
2Nδ offers an important link between thermal
properties and particle multiplicity distributions.
    The kC are called combinants [36] in approaches having to do with multiplicity
distributions. The gcZ will be related to the generating function for the probability
distributions associated with the multiplicity. The results of eq(A.3a,3b) and eq(A.4) also
appear in the theory of multiplicity distributions. Different multiplicity distributions are
generated with different exponents for the power law prefactor part of the kC .  The
ddLx λ/= , which is an extensive quantity in statistical descriptions will no longer be
extensive quantity in general count probability distributions.  It will be a parameter that
can control the size of the fluctuation. For a negative binomial distribution kxzC kk /= ,
where x is the negative binomial parameter and )/1(22 xNNNN ><+>=<><−>< .
    The conditions for BE condensation are obtained from eq(A.3a) and the feature that
1,0 →→ zµ at the condensation point. At volume and/or temperature conditions above
the critical point, the 0,1 << µz . As the critical condition is approached by varying the
d
d LV =  and/or the temperatureT (present in λ ), the z will approach the value1. The
largest value of 2// dk kz∑  is )2/(dς  which is realized at z =1. For ,3=d
=)2/3(ς 1.34. For ,2=d ∞=)2/2(ς . Next, let us consider the right hand side of the
equation: 2/
1
/)//( d
k
kdd kzLN ∑
∞
=
=>< λ  which is just eq(A.1) rearranged. At fixed
volume dV ,  lowering T or increasing λ , increases the left hand side of this equation. For
,2,1=d  this constraint equation can always be satisfied since the right hand side can
increase indefinitely. Condensation will still occur but now at T =0. However, for 3=d
the right hand side can only become =)2/3(ς 1.34.  The lowest cTT =  satisfies the
equation )2/3(/)2)(/( 32/3 ςpi =>< hmTVN c . Similarly, for fixed T , a smallest cVV = is
reached when )2/3()/( 3 ςλ =>< cVN . Below this cT or less then this cV , condensation
occurs. The constraint of eq(A.1) can no longer be maintained and the ground state
occupancy must be taken out of the sum to give the well known result:
).)/(1( 2/3cgs TTNN −>>=<<
      One final important connection relates the canonical ensemble AZ and grand
canonical ensemble through the relation:
                                  ∑
∞
=
=
0
)exp(
A
Agc AZZ βµ
(A.6)
The 10 =Z and is the system with no particles which will be related to the void probability
when we discuss void scaling in multiplicity distributions.
A.3 Feynman density matrix - cycle index approach
     We now briefly mention the application of Feynman’s density matrix approach in
statistical mechanics to BE condensation phenomena. The reader is referred to ref [35,6]
for further details. The canonical partition function AZ for A particles is obtained from the
density matrix and involves a symmetrization operator over A particles. The
symmetrization operation brings in A! permutations which can be broken into a cycle
class representation. For example, the permutation:
                                     



92135764810
01234567891
(A.7)
or 9109,88,66,4754,33,121 →→→→→→→→→→ , can be represented by
specifying the number kn of cycles of length k . The above permutation has
1,2,3 321 === nnn  and all other 0=kn . Each permutation can be represented by a
vector n

= ),...,,,( 321 Annnn  subject to kknA ∑= . For the !A   permutations, (2M ),...,1 Ann
= !A / !k
n
nk k∏  belong to the cycle class ),...,,,( 321 Annnn . The cycles form loops and
represent the linkage of various elements to each other such as 4754 →→→ . The
linkages or permutations have the following properties. The loops are closed, starting and
ending on one of the members of the cycle. The starting point of a cycle can be any one
of the k members and this feature accounts for the k/1 term in 2M for each kn .
Specifically, the following cycles are the same: 4754 →→→ , 5475 →→→ , and
7547 →→→ . Rearrangements of members within a cycle leads to a new permutation.
For example, the cycles 4754 →→→ and 4574 →→→ are different permutations.
Every partition n

 is then given the following weight
                
 ∞
=
=
1
2 !/))((),(
k
k
n
kA ncnMcnW
k
(A.8)
The lower case 2/3/ kxzc kk =  where
3/ λVx = . The overall !A  in 2M  can be dropped
and the k/1  term in 2M  can be incorporated into k
kk
k Ckxzkxzc ≡→=
2/52/3 // ,
defining an upper case kC . The resulting ),( CnWA

is eq(A.8) with 2M  now absent and has
kc replaced with kC . The canonical ensemble partition function is obtain as a sum of
),( CnWA

over all n

:
                  ∑=
n
AA CnWCZ ),()(

(A.9)
The canonical ensemble has a fixed number of particles with the constraint kknA ∑= .
A grand canonical partition function can be generated from the canonical ensemble of
eq(A.9) using the fugacity z as a weight factor as in eq(A.6). The mean of cycles of
length k, or >< kn , in the canonical ensemble is given
    
=−=>=< ∑∏∑ −
n k
Ak
n
kkAk
n
k
k
k
n
k CZnCCCZnCnn
kk



)(/)!1/()()(/!/)(
1
                  )(/)( CZCZC AkAk

−
(A.10)
The last equality in eq(A.10) arises from the observation that the sum over all partitions
of n

 is now over a system with )1( −→ kk nn . The result of this sum on the reduced
system of one less kn  is the canonical partition function for a system of size .kA −  The
constraint ><∑=∑= kk nkknA  and the result of eq(A.10) leads to the recurrence
relation of ref[37]:
                     )()/1()(
1
CZCkACZ kAk
A
k
A

−
=
∑=
(A.11)
The recurrence relation is very useful in calculating the canonical partition function. In
some special cases for kC , the resulting )(CZ A

becomes a simple function. These cases
will be given. Thermodynamic quantities are contained in AZ through the connection:
                     )),(exp()( TVFCZ AA β−=

(A.12)
The ),( TVFA  is the Helmholtz free energy and dAPdVSdTTVdFA µ+−=),( , where the
entropy S and other thermodynamic quantities that appear in this equation can be
calculated from partial derivatives such as AVA TTVFS ,)/),(( ∂∂= . The discrete version of
),( TVdFA gives =µ ),(),(1 TVFTVF AA −+  and
))(exp(/ 11 AAAA FFZZ −−= −− β = )exp(βµ . The chain
)exp(/)/(...)/()/( 1121 kZZZZZZZZ AkAkAkAAAAA βµ==⋅⋅⋅ −+−−−−− . The >< kn  in the
grand canonical ensemble is =>=< )exp( kCn kk βµ
k
k zC . The recurrence relation of
eq(A.11) is useful for studying how various quantities evolve as more and more particles
are introduced or as A increases. The cycle lengths give information about the degree of
linkage or correlations. The presence of long cycles reflects strong correlations between
many particles or members of the ensemble. The high temperature limit is all unit cycles
and corresponds to a situation of no statistical correlations. In this limit, a Maxwell-
Boltzmann distribution applies and Poisson statistics is realized. By comparison, at
condensation 1,0 →→ zµ and >< kn kC→ . Thus, the >< kn fall as a pure power law
with no exponential damping from )exp( kz k βµ= . Above the condensation point, .0<µ
A.4 Summary of relevant results
     In the process of summarizing the two approaches to BE condensation we have
introduced various important quantities such as the combinant kC , the results of
eq(A.3a,A.3b), The importance of a power law prefactor exponentτ in τkCk /1~ was
stressed. For BE condensation in d dimensions, the 2/1 d+=τ . Thus τ depends on the
dimensions of the system. In general, τ is a critical exponent [19] that manifests itself at a
2nd order phase transition and is not restricted to integer or half integer values. We will
therefore treat it as a variable. Also discussed were the canonical partition function AZ and
its recurrence relation, the grand canonical partition function gcZ as a generating function
for AZ , and the underlying weight ),( CnWA

over all partition vectors n

. These results are
not specific to BE condensation.  The Feynman cycle class picture leads to an
understanding of the correlations or linkages in terms of the number of cycles and their
lengths. The cycles can be pictured as topological loops or closed paths that end on
themselves. The 2//1 dk  factor in kC represents a Brownian motion like term which
reflects a return to its initial point in a network chain (closed loop or cycle
in d dimensions). The presence of very long chains or cycles that are not exponentially
cut off, but which decay as a pure power law leads to singularities in the behavior of the
system. For example, thermodynamic quantities such as the compressibility and the
specific heat at constant pressure in BE condensation become infinite. A large
enhancement in the compressibility is associated with a correspondingly large
enhancement in density fluctuations from eq(A.5). In particle multiplicity distributions,
the >< N and variance 2Nδ can become very large depending on the exponentτ . Scaling
laws associated with these singularities will be discussed. The value of the exponent
2/1 d+=τ  and how it relates to BE condensation parameters such as the critical CT
and/or critical dV was also mentioned. The connection to Levy distributions is contained
in the fact that moments of the distribution can become infinite. For a Levy
indexα (which is between 0 and 1), the associated probability distribution has no finite
moment except for the zero moment of the distribution. Stable Levy distributions contain
a factor similar to )exp( ykz k −= so that sums over k are finite. The BE critical
exponentτ and the Levy indexα are related as ατ −= 2 . Forα in the range 10 ≤<α ,τ is
in the range 21 <≤ τ . In analogy, BE properties are stabilized by the fugacity
)exp(βµ=z , 0<µ . The case of d=1 dimensions has 2/3/ kxzC kk =
2/3/ kx→ at the
condensation point 1=z and is similar to a distribution with Levy index 2/1=α . In 1
dimension , >=< N kkCΣ  
2/1/1~ kΣ )2/1(ς= ∞= at 1=z . Similarly, for d=2, >=< N
∞==ΣΣ )1(/1~ 1 ςkkCk at .1=z  An important consequence of these infinities is that the
condensation occurs only at 0=CT . The Bose-Einstein condensation, for d=3, has finite
zero and first moment for the sums over the cycle class distribution kC
2/5/ kx→ at
condensation. The mean number of cycles of length k has the feature 2/5/ kxnk >→< at
1=z , and falls as a pure power law at condensation. The divergence in the second
moment of the kC distribution, )2/1(/1~
2/12 ς=ΣΣ kCk k  ∞= shows up as a divergence
of the incompressibility and specific heat at constant pressure P in this case. Since the
value ofτ plays such an important role in BE condensation, one of the main issues in this
paper is to explore its role in particle multiplicity distributions. As we shall see, the value
2=τ  is an important transition value for void scaling and hierarchical structure behavior.
    As a final note in this section and as an example of a truncated Levy distribution
consider card shuffles or random permutations. The weight given to any cycle class
vector n

 describing a permutation is the quantity ),...,,()( 2122 AnnnMnM =

 given in sect
A.2.3 in the description of Feynman’s discussion of BE condensation. The kCk /1= ,  and
the mean number of cycles is knMnMnn kk /1)(/)( 22 =ΣΣ>=<

, Ak ,....,3,2,1=  with
0>=< kn , Ak > . The Σ ’s are over n

 and !)(2 AnM =Σ

. The distribution of cycles of
length k is a pure power law truncated at the size of the system. Moreover, for this
particular case the distribution of >< kn  remains the same as A increases, with the only
effect of adding longer and longer cycles with increasing A .
    The statistical models of particle production are simple generalizations of results in the
last paragraph. Namely, the weight )(2 nM

is replaced by ),( CnWA

and the k/1  factor in
)(2 nM

now becomes kC
τkxz k /~ in ),( CnWA

. Count probability distributions NP will
follow from NP = NnN ZZ
∞
=Σ 0/ .
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